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Years of experience in handmade frame
production, our frames adorn galleries,
hotels and museums around the world. With
the journey reaching far around the globe, we
come home to Indonesia presenting our
frames and artists that we meet locally and
international.

Here in Art Moments Jakarta, we are pre-
senting Tetrafarmakon, an artistic frame
studio from Zaragoza, run by Manuela Gastesi
and Nacho Navarro who are talented artists
from Spain. Reynold Adinegara a i n e art ce-
ramic artist from Indonesia.



Manuela Gastesi (1980), is an artist with
strong Celtic roots from the northwest of Spain
where the mighty waves of the Atlantic Ocean mer-
cilessly punish the rocks, forever modifying the
landscape.

Maybe that's why her artistic beginnings are
purely of the streets. She had to constantly modify
her landscape just as the inclement weather of
Galicia in turn modiies or even destroys its work

When she was 16 years old she found murals
to be the best way to express her art without limit
of dimensions or forms, creating a living art.

She never used spray paint, nor was interest-
ed in graiti , but it was usual to see her with large
buckets of paint walking down the street or mixing
the pigments in front of a wall that she wanted to
paint. Although this particular artistic expression
was obviously hampered by the local authorities, it
didn’t stop her. She continued the defense of street
art as an open, free, fast and somewhat temporary
artistic expression, much like the ocean waves.
Temporary since most of her work was destroyed
by the passage of time or by the services of the City
Council.

In 2004, the creation of Manuela Gastesi was
little by little starting to be seen on large facades
and murals, occupying public spaces in her city,
and which for the irst time was respected. She
was even contracted by private clients and the city
authorities. That is why both her works of oil on
canvas and engravings are usually dimensionally
grand and are thought to be complete series of
large compositions.

The artist clearly has three verymarked trends.
The irst for which she became known, and perhaps
the most representative, are her “big nosed” people.
Her “Narigudas" series came to occupy spaces of
more than 10 meters long and 2 meters high. These
are expressionist portraits of men and women who,
even though they have no eyes, they express exaclty
what the author wants to express.

The second is an abstract trend involving
golden circles composed of gold relief and natural
pigments. Undoubtedly it is the technique which is
more decorative , but no less interesting. This trend
was truly inluenced by her great friend and water
gildingmaster, NachoNavarro.

Her third andmost current work is the graphic
work dedicated to various themes including fear,
human nature and society. Fear which is unfortu-
nately a very real and important issue due to the con-
tinuous wars in the world and even the pandemic we
are already living through,Covid19 .
This third trend she called “Tetrafarmakon” , mean-
ing “The remedy of the four fears or remedy in four
parts ". She has two clear inluences.

One is her interest in Greek classical philoso-
phy, especially Epicurus of Samos (341 BC Greece),
and in Antonio Escohotado (1941 Madrid, Spain) who
both clearly inluence the ideology of herwork.

The other inluence is of the great Spanish
artist , the Master Francisco de Goya (1746 Fuende-
todes, Spain) and his etching series "The Disasters of
War", “The Dream of Reason Produces Monsters" and
“Bullighting”

These Goya engravings are what made her
choose graphic work as a fantastic way of dissemi-
nating her work and that is why she has dedicated
the last 4 years to the study and practice of the
different methodsof engravingand printing.



NARIGUDAS 1

Tecnic  
Author
Year of execution

:  Oil on Canvas 230*130
:  Manuela Gastesi
: 2015

Workshop : “ Tetrafarmakon Studio” Zaragoza,   
Spain .



NARIGUDA 1
Author  
Tecnic
Year of execution

:  Manuela Gastesi
:  Oil on Canvas 100*100
: 2015

Workshop :  “  Tetrafarmakon Studio” Zaragoza,  Spain .



it
Engraving is the practice of incising a design onto a hard, usually flat surface by cutting grooves into

with a buril or adding over the surface different products to make the surface flat. The result may be a
decorated object in itself, as when silver, gold, steel, or glass are engraved, or may provide an intaglio
printing plate, of copper or another metal, for printing images on paper as prints or illustrations; these
images are also called "engravings". Engraving is one of the oldest and most important techniques in
printmaking. Wood engraving, instead, is a form of relief printing.

in
Engraving was a historically important method of producing images on paper in artistic printmaking,

mapmaking, and also for commercial reproductions and illustrations for books and magazines. It  has
long been replaced by various photographic processes in its commercial applications and, partlybecause
of the difficulty of learning the technique, is much less common in printmaking, where it has been largely

“Engraving" is also loosely but incorrectly used for any old black and white
print; it requires a degree of expertise to distinguish engravings from prints using
other techniques such as etching in particular, but also mezzotint and other tech-
niques. Many old master prints also combine techniques on the same plate, further
confusing matters. Line engraving and steel engraving cover use for reproductive
prints, illustrations in books and magazines, and similar uses, mostly in the 19th
century, and often not actually using engraving.

Traditional engraving, by burin or with the use of machines, continues to be practised by goldsmiths, glass engravers, gun-
smiths and others, while modern industrial techniques such as photoengraving and laser have many important applications. En-
graved gems were an important art in the ancient world, revived at the Renaissance, although the term traditionally covers relief
as well as intaglio carvings, and is essentially a branch of sculpture rather than engraving, as drills were the usual tools.

A r t o f E n g r a v i n g



Tetrafármakon 1

Author: Manuela Gastesi  
Year of execution ;  2019
Workshop: “  Tetrafarmakon Studio” Zaragoza,  Spain .
Tecnic: Carborundum pr intmaking ,  woodcut and drypoint .   
Eng raving plates;

- One carborundum over paperboard plate
- One acetate plate
- Two playwoods

Paper: Superalfa 76*100
Stamping Ink: Black Novavit / transparent /  Yellow / White .  
Charbonell sang uina
Edition; 3/3



:  Manuela Gastesi
: 2019
:  “  Tetrafarmakon Studio” Zaragoza, Spain .
:  Carborundum pr intmaking ,  woodcut and

Author
Year of execution  
Workshop
Tecnic
drypoint .
Eng raving plates:- Three carborundum over paperboard plate

- One l inoleum plate
Paper: Superalfa 76*100 (composed of  8  prints of  12 .5 *  76 each)
Stamping Ink: Black Novavit / transparent /  Yellow / White . Charbonell 
sanguina
Edition: 10/10

Te trafármakon 7



Reynold
Adinegara

Reynold adinegara is a ceramic artist in
Serpong, Tangerang, Indonesia

Creating ceramic crafts and arts have
been an intent of expressions and emotions
for Reynold Adinegara as he believes that clay
is a great medium to reflect a persons inner
self.

"The work that i do is a labour of mini-
malism, to make it as human as possible, so
the result can warm the senses and the feeling
of humans and their space that interacts with
the ceramics".



:  Reynold Adinegara
:

Author
Year of execution : 2020
Workshop
Size
Technic

: Adinegara
: 62.7*31
:  Chawans made of  multiple orig ins and kind of clay,

thrown expresively while mixing the clay on throwing wheel ,  then f i red to  
1210°C with reduction f ir ing in  a  gas ki ln ,

“Viewing every person have a same essence, hence outside of it every person is different-
shaped, formed, bent by life, by people, by themselves to what they are now. Crusted in their
facade for other people to see and understand about them, and can we in a short & judgemental

self perceive these old hearts”.
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